The form factors for semi-leptonic B decays,B → πlν l , are calculated under collinear fac- 
elements of the standard model (SM) [1] . The LHCb has already started running. More results on CKM matrix elements with higher accuracy are expected in near future [2] . Being an important element of CKM matrix elements, |V ub | still contains large uncertainties dominated by theoretical ones. For example, the |V ub | from inclusiveB → X u lν l processes contains 10%
uncertainties, where the 7% uncertainty comes from the 60 MeV uncertainty for m b and the other 3% uncertainty comes from experiments. The |V ub | from exclusiveB → πlν l processes, contains a 10 − 15% uncertainty [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] from the B → π form factor, F Bπ + , and a 6% uncertainty from experiments [20, 21, 22] . In addition, the q 2 spectrum ofB → πlν l has been well constrained experimentally [22] .
To take full advantage of the experimental precision for exclusiveB → πlν l , it is necessary to pin down the theoretical uncertainties on F Bπ + to few percentage level. However, it is still a difficult task. Currently, nonperturbative methods, including QCD light-cone sum rule (LCSR) [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] and lattice QCD (LQCD) [10, 11, 12, 13] , are available.
Innovative parameterization (PA) methods with model independent inputs from theories have been built [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 23] .
Naive application of perturbative QCD (pQCD) to F Bπ + needs to account for logarithmic or linear end-point divergences [24, 25, 26, 27, 28] . Different methods have been proposed for the end-point divergences [26, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37] . In principle, the pQCD method can give a model independent determination for the |V ub | and its precision can be improved order by order by perturbation theories. Based on factorization theorem [38] , the pQCD expression for the form factor can be written into a factorized formula in terms of hard scattering function and nonperturbative meson distribution amplitudes (DAs).
The hard scattering function contains short distance contributions and can be calculated, perturbatively. The meson DAs contain long distance contributions and are universal. Once the meson DAs are determined from other processes, the factorization formula can make model independent predictions. However, due to large uncertainties associated with the pQCD form factors [31, 32, 33, 34, 35] , the pQCD method has not been applied to derive equally precise |V ub | as the other methods, such as, LCSR, LQCD, and PA. In this paper, we would like to improve the precision order of the pQCD form factors, such that one can derive the |V ub | with equally theoretical uncertainties as the other approaches.
There are two compatible pQCD methods, the collinear factorization denoted by C f , and the k T factorization, or , PQCD factorization, denoted by k f T . The k f T has been widely used for F Bπ + [31, 32, 33, 34, 35] . In k f T , end-point singularities are supposedly solved by the intervention of parton transverse momenta [39] . However, the transverse parton momenta would induce large logarithms α s ln 2 k T from higher loop corrections [31] . In addition, there
are also large logarithms α s ln 2 x associated with subleading twist (twist-3) contributions [31] . These large logarithms need to be re-summed to be Sudakov factors [31] . The Sudakov factors are expected to suppress the contributions from end-point regions [33] . In practical applications, some criteria for the Sudakov factors are needed [31, 33, 39] . When k f T is generalized to include subleading order contributions in the 1/m B expansion, the subleading order, O(1/m B ), corrections dominate over the leading order contributions [31, 33] . Intrinsic transverse degrees of freedom of the meson wave functions (for B meson and pion ) are needed to cure the ill behavior of the power expansion [35] .
Unlike the complicate features and related issues of k f T , C f has a simple structure and is directly related to the parton model (PM) [40] . It is expected that, once the end-point singularity can be regularized within C f , the C f formalism would be instructive for both theory and phenomenology. In the approach proposed by Akhoury, Sterman, and Yao (ASY) [26] , the heavy quark effective theory (HQET) and Sudakov re-summation were incorporated with C f . The end-point divergent problem is solved in the ASY approach. However, a dynamical zero point was found and a small partial decay rate forB → πlν l was obtained.
In this paper, we propose a different approach to solve the end-point divergent problem
and avoid the problems in the ASY approach. The key solution is a ξ-regularization (denoted by ξ R ) which can effectively regularize the end-point divergences. The ξ R has been applied to effectively regularize the end-point divergences in twist-3 hard spectator and annihilation contributions in charmless hadronic B decays [41] . In this paper, we show that ξ R is also effective for F contributions are solved by a simultaneous use of the ξ R and a non-constant twist-3 pseudoscalar (PS) DA. The factorization of the B → π form factors has been shown valid under C f [31] and soft collinear effective theory (SCET) [36] , respectively. There lacked explicit regularization methods for the end point divergences in these previous proofs [31, 36] . Our approach provides practical calculations for the form factors to show the factorization up to O(α s /m B ). The non-constant twist-3 PS DA exists for a π meson in its energetic state. On the other hand, a constant PS DA is usually used in the literature. As shown in [41] , the constant PS DA is appropriate to describe a π meson in its chiral state (, or, a soft pion),
but not an energetic pion. Unexpected large contributions associated with the constant PS DA are already noticed in k f T [31, 33] and LCSR [3, 4, 5, 9, 44] . If the constant PS DA corresponds to the soft pion state, then these large contributions from the constant pion PS DA can be identified as soft dominated contributions instead of hard dominated contributions as expected in the calculations performed in the k we plan to make the following progresses in theory.
1. The C f is applicable for F Bπ +,0 at leading twist order by ξ R .
2. O(1/m B ) two parton contributions are shown calculable under C f .
3. The twist-3 three parton corrections from the pion are explicitly calculated. This is a first result in the literature. (0) = 0.17 by the soft collinear effective theory (SCET) from an analysis for B → ππ decays [36] .
The organization is as follows. ξ R is defined and shown effective for leading twist contributions in Section II. The comparison between the ξ R and the k T -regularization (denoted by k R T in this paper) is given in this Section. To generalize C f for higher twist contributions, the collinear expansion method is used in Section III. In Section IV the F Bπ +,0 are explicitly calculated up-to O(α s /m b ). In Section V, the form factors are applied to determine |V ub | from experiments. Last two Sections are devoted for comparisons and discussions. Two Appendices are given.
II. LEADING TWIST B → π FORM FACTORS, END-POINT DIVERGENCES, AND ξ-REGULARIZATION
In this section, we first review how the end-point divergent problem of the leading twist B → π transition form factors can arise. We then define the ξ R and explain how it is effective for end-point singularity. The B → π form factors F Bπ +,0 (q 2 ) are defined by
where q = P B − p π . Another set of form factors, f Bπ 1,2 , is also used in literature. Their definitions are 
where 
The light-cone coordinate system will be used in this work. Under 
. The b quark is defined on-shell. This is different from the usual treatment in the literature that the b quark is assumed almost on-shell,
The quark q inside the π meson is defined to carry a momentum l q = (l
The anti-quarkq inside the π meson has a momentum lq = (l
ξ and u are momentum fraction variables andξ = 1 − ξ andū = 1 − u. E = m B / √ 2 is used in the following text.
Under large recoil condition, η → 1, the π meson has an energetic momentum p
We assume that the virtual gluon carries a hard-collinear energy scale.
The PQCD is applicable because the involved strong coupling constant α s (t) at the interaction energy scale t = √ ηΛ h m B with Λ h = 0.5 GeV is around 0.3. Under C f , the twist-2 contribution to the matrix element π|qγ µ b|B is written as
One can arrive at the form factors f
by Eqs. (3, 4) are written as
are finite. However, if (ξ − ηū) is approximated to be (−ηū), then f Bπ,tw2 2 becomes logarithmic divergence atū → 0. This is the end-point divergent problem of the B → π transition form factors. The key point is that, without loss of generality, the denominator of the internal b quark propagator is approximately to be, (
and Λ = Λ QCD . The error terms are of next-next-to-leading order in 1/m B expansion. In the end-point region ofū,ū ≃ O(Λ QCD /m B ), ξ is as large as ηū for η ≃ O(1). ξ retained in
b is necessary. Akhoury, Sterman, and Yao (ASY) [26] proposed an approach to combine the heavy quark infinite soft gluons as they pass through space before they compose into external mesons.
Re-summation of soft gluon radiations results in Sudakov factors, which are expected to suppress the soft radiations from the end-point region. However, some criteria are required.
This is an uncertainty of k f T . ξ is of order O(Λ/E) that the B meson distribution amplitude φ B (ξ) has a peak at The π meson's twist-2 DA φ P π (u) is modeled to be its asymptotic form φ P π (u) = 6uū by neglecting its scale dependence. This is fulfilled for the precision of O(α s ). The B meson's twist-2 DA φ tw2 B (ξ) is assumed to be modeled as [46] 
which satisfies the following conditions
The value of λ B satisfies the condition 6λ B ≤ 4Λ withΛ = m B − m b . Different models for the φ tw2 B (ξ) have only tiny differences if they are constrained by Eq.(13) [47] . We note that the integration range over ξ in the calculation of the form factors is [0, 1] 
The difference between these two integration ranges is equal to
where the last estimated number is calculated by using ω B = 0.46 GeV and m B = 5.28 GeV.
△ is negligible.
To distinguish from the k R T for end-point divergences, we name the retain of ξ in the internal b quark propagator as the ξ-regularization, ξ R . It is instructive to see how ξ R works for end-point divergences. Let's consider the η → 1 limit of F Bπ,tw2 + (q 2 ). Except of the relevant parameters, the most singular part is the integrations
.
It is seen that once ξ is neglected in (ξ −ū) −1 , an end-point divergence arise to be log(ū).
The retain of ξ results in, for the integration over u,
One can observe that the original logarithmic divergence logū is indeed regularized by ξ, effectively. The further integration over ξ is analytic because the end-points for ξ → 0 or ξ → 0 are prevented by the B meson distribution amplitude φ tw2 B (ξ). For example, the integration for the most singular term is analytical as 
where N B and ǫ B are determined by Eq. (13) . Although the integration can not be expressed explicitly, the result is also analytic because the φ 
where F This means that the final state π meson should be in its soft pion state, at which the pQCD method is inapplicable in principle. In fact, the light degrees of freedom of theB meson would experience violate fluctuations during the b → ulν transition proceeds. This implies the applicability of pQCD [48] . The heavy quark symmetry is inapplicable inB → πlν l decays. We will see later that the intervention of the ξ variable becomes a straightforward step under CE. See the next Section.
III. COLLINEAR EXPANSION
In this section, we describe how CE can be applied to derive twist-3 two parton and twist-3 three parton contributions. In this work, we consider only the twist-3 three parton contributions from the π meson. The three parton contributions from the B meson are complicate and left to other places. We begin with the amplitude for the diagrams in Fig. 2 ,
where the first line corresponds to the four parton interactions (for the diagram depicted in describe the parton interactions in the hard scattering center. are the hadron functions defined as
where color and spin indices are not shown explicitly. The gauge links between particle fields in the matrix elements are implicitly understood. The trace operation Tr is taken over the spin and color indices.
The factorization of the amplitude into partonic and hadronic parts is composed of three steps, the factorization of loop parton momenta, the color index factorization, and spin index factorization. The factorization of loop parton momenta is performed by means of a Taylor expansion for the partonic part and followed by relevant integral transformations. The color index factorization and the spin index factorization are similar and can be done by color algebra and Fierz identities, respectively. These three steps are shown explicitly below.
Once the partonic part is separated from the hadronic part of the amplitude, it is an important task to examine whether the partonic part suffers from soft divergences. This is the proof of the factorization theorem. The O(α s ) analysis for the twist-2 and twist-3 two parton contributions for B → π form factors has been given in [49] . The factorizability of B → π form factors under C f is shown valid upto twist-3 order under two parton approx-
imation. An all order proof of the factorization theorem for B → π form factors is shown valid at twist-2 order in SCET [50] . The factorizability of the twist-3 three parton contributions to the B → π form factors is still inaccessible. We assume that this is also valid in this work. A simple analysis shows that the twist-3 three parton contributions are also factorizable in C f . However, the complete analysis is tedious and very technical. We skip this part and leave it for other place. In next section, the twist-3 three parton contributions from the pion are calculated based on this assumption. The analysis of the factorizability for the subleading twist contributions from the B meson is more complicate. The complete O(α s ) factorization analysis also needs a lot of space and is not appropriate to be given here.
Similarly, we also assume that the factorization is also valid for the subleading twist contributions from the B meson. The calculations of the relevant quantities are based on this assumption. At order O(α s ), the explicit results given in the next section for the considered contributions confirm the factorizability. However, a complete analysis for the subleading twist contributions is important to make sure that the calculations given in this paper are perturbatively meaningful.
In Eq. (15), the loop parton momenta of the partons of the B meson, l B , is defined to flow from the B mesons into the scattering center, and those momenta l and l ′ are defined to flow from the scattering center into the π meson. To perform collinear expansion, the momenta, l, l ′ , l B are found convenient to separate their on-shell part from their off-shell parts. For example, l can be written as
where l 2 denotes the virtuality of l, l µ ⊥ is the transverse momentum, and l
n is an auxiliary light-like vector. Under C f , only collinear partons can involve in hard scattering center. The most important contributions should come from collinear momentum configuration according to the power counting rules [41, 43] . If l represents the momentum of a collinear parton, i.e., l is a collinear momentum, then l has a limited
. In C f , the partons external to the hard scattering center are on-shell. According to Eq.(19), the on-shell parton can have a momentuml µ witĥ The CE may confront with loop expansion (LE). We choose our strategy [41, 43] to firstly perform the LE for the amplitudes and then to use CE. Changing the application order of these two expansions would not make differences. The parton functions are expanded in LE as
where H (1),µ and H 
The choice ofl B =n · l B is according tol (′) = n · l (′) to make the internal virtual gluon carry most violate energy. The Taylor expansion follows from the argument of the C f that the hard scattering functions contain only collinear momenta of partons [41] . The co-variant gauge, ∂ · A = 0, is used. Up-to twist-3 order, one only needs to consider the first term of the above first expansion series and the first two terms in the above second expansion series.
By substituting them into the original convolution integrations, one can obtain
νη (ξ, u, u ′ ) are defined by low energy theorems
The meson functions are defined as
By using the identities
and their similarities for the corresponding integrations, the meson functions become
where
We note that the coupling g is absorbed into the meson functions, φ ν π and φ ην π . The three parton contributions are then counted as the same order of the two parton ones. This is different from the counting rule in k f T [31] , in which the three parton contributions are counted as one more O(α s ) order than the two parton ones.
The second term in Eq. (25) is related to gauge phase factors
O(A ⊥ ) denote the terms composed of gauge fields with a transversal polarization and are identified as sub-leading twist contributions. The gauge phase factors are absorbed into the first term in Eq. (25) . In covariant gauge, there are infinite number of similar gauge phase factor terms from higher order Feynman diagrams. Their treatments are similar to the above and skipped here. The result becomes
The color index factorization are performed in the following way,
where i, j, k, l are color indices in the fundamental representation and b is the color index in the adjoint presentation. [
[H
For O(α s ) Feynman diagrams depicted in Fig. 1 , only the second terms in the right hand side of Eq.(46,47) can contribute. They can be simplified by the color algebra
Eq. (48) is applied to Eq.(44) to have
Similarly, Eq.(49) is applied to Eq.(45) to have
Before the spin index factorization is performed, it is necessary to eliminate all terms in the H functions which may lead to higher twist contributions under the equation of motion for the quark. The equations of motion of light quarks (assumed mass-less), whose momentum is l µ in the collinear region
Since the propagator (the special propagator)
i n 2n · l + iǫ does not propagate, its associated terms are absorbed into the hard scattering functions (the last square bracket term in the last term of Eq. (52)). The meanings of the above identities are as follows. If there is one factor n in the hard scattering functions contact with the long distance part of the quark parton propagator of the π meson, then the result is to extract one short distance part of the propagator and a vertex iγ α with a non-collinear momentum factor (l −l)
α . The non-collinear momentum factor will be absorbed by the π meson function, φ π (u), to have
The similar case arises when the n in the hard scattering functions contact with the short distance part of the quark parton propagator of the π meson, the result is
where dots denotes the term would be absorbed by the gauge phase factor of the matrix element. The A α is the gauge field and its associated terms are defined to be absorbed into their corresponding hadron functions
The total effect, when one n factor can contact with the partons of the π meson, is
Since n · l q(q) are of order E for collinear l q(q) , the related contributions are suppressed by one additional E −1 order. We call these terms as abnormal terms. The other terms are identified as normal terms. The normal terms will be kept in the reduced hard scattering functions, while the abnormal terms are dropped. Considering all possibilities of the applications of equations of motion of quarks, the spin structures of the hard scattering functions are strongly restricted. It is useful to take the diagram in Fig.1(a) as an example to explain this operation. After the color index factorization, the amplitude for Fig.1(a) is proportional to
The spin structure of
where l q = u p π and k = nn · P b −ū p π . By using
where γ The spin index factorization is performed in the following way,
where the meson functions are expanded as
The dots denote those terms are not of our interesting. Each coefficient in the above expansion is attributed by a DA according to the following definitions
In these definitions for the DAs, only relevant ones are shown and the others are left into the dots terms. Note that the φ The final result is written as
where the expansion terms in the right hand side of Eq.(73) are defined as π (u q , uq, u g ) is not a constant. As a result, we obtain a factorization formula for the B → π form factors up-to twist-3 order. 
(5) (6) The calculations of three parton contributions are straightforward by using the reduced hard scattering functions given in Appendix A. The important steps in the calculations are described below. There are totally 36 Feynman diagrams as depicted in Fig. 3 . Only 4 Feynman diagrams ( Fig. 3(1) - (4)) are needed at twist-3 order. The rest 32 Feynman diagrams ( Fig. 3(5) - (36) 
IV. TWIST-3 AMPLITUDES AND FORM FACTORS
In this Section, we present the twist-3 amplitudes M B,µ , M tw3,ps,µ , M tw3,pt,µ , and M 
A.φ B contributions
Theφ B contributions are written as
Similar to the twist-2 case, the form factors are defined as
where f B 1,2 are given by
The form factors F B +,0 (q 2 ) are obtained by f
B. Twist-3 two parton pseudo-scalar and pseudo-tensor contributions
The pseudo-scalar contributions and pseudo-tensor contributions are found identical as
The form factors are defined as
where the form factors f 
The form factors F Bπ,tw3,ps
We found that the twist-3 two pseudo-tensor amplitude M tw3,pt,µ is equal to the twist-3 two pseudo-scalar amplitude M tw3,ps,µ . The corresponding form factors defined by these two amplitudes are identical. This is consistent with the reduced equations of motion φ p π (u) = φ σ π (u).
C. Twist-3 three parton contributions
The twist-3 three parton contributions are written as
The twist-3 three parton form factors are defined as
The form factors F Bπ,tw3,3p +,0 (q 2 ) are obtained by Eq.(3,4)
D. The resultant form factors
The form factors up-to O(1/E) are
The form factor F Bπ + (q 2 ) is analytic in the whole range of q 2 , 0 ≤ q 2 ≤ q max , q 2 max = 26.42 GeV 2 for m B = 5.28 GeV and m π = 0.14 GeV. Under the maximal recoil limit, η max = 1,
. parameters, a i , i = 0, 1, · · · , 8, as
The χ 2 F F function is defined as
where i denotes the i-th bin and N is the total bin number of data points. q 2 i and σ i are the reference q 2 value and the uncertainty for the i-th bin of the used data set. [16, 51, 52] and by the HPQCD collaboration [13] , respectively.
The fit form factors is used to make a prediction for the branching ratio denoted as 
The errors are the same as explained previous. We note that our best fit value |V ub F + (0)| = 6.5 × 10 −4 is lower than the value [23] , which was obtained by a fitting to the branching fraction and q 2 spectrum data by BaBar collaboration [53] , where the first error is from the uncertainty on Br(B → πlν l ), and the second from the parametrization of shape of the form factor versus q 2 . The |V ub F + (0)| in Eqs. (101) and (102) is consistent with the result |V ub F + (0)| = (7.6 ± 1.9) × 10 −4 obtained with SCET and QCD factorization [36] .
The analysis procedure is the following. We first choose a reference value of ω B to prepare the C f set of data point for F + . Using this C f set of data, the fit form factor is determined according to the χ 2 F F function. The fit form factor is then used to make a prediction for the branching fraction forB → πlν l denoted as Br 
where σ is the experimental error calculated by adding the systematical and statistical errors in quadrature. Once a best fit is found, |V ub | is determined. Otherwise, another ω B is chosen and the whole procedure is run from start, again.
B. form factors
The values of α s (t) at different values of q 2 are calculated by the program [54] and given in Table I . The program [54] has considered experimental and theoretical uncertainties. The scale t is defined as the scale of the internal virtual gluon, which are assumed to carry a hard-collinear energy. t = √ ηΛ h m B with Λ h = 0.5 GeV and m B = 5.28 GeV.
The uncertainties on the F + could be (1) phenomenological models for meson DAs, (2) input parameters (α s , f π , f B , r π χ , ω B , η 3 , and ω). The uncertainty on phenomenological models is fixed by taking models determined from other processes. The twist-2 and twist-3 meson DAs takes the following models
where η 3 = 0.015 and ω = −3.0 are used. The chiral factor is set r [56] , f B = 206±10 MeV (ALPHA) [57] , f B = 216±11 MeV (HPQCD) [58, 59] , f B = 214±9
MeV (Guo-Weng) [60] . Except of the CP-PACS result with 16% errors, the other calculations contain about 5% uncertainties. In our calculations, we choose f B = 200 MeV as a reference value and associate a 5% error on it. The chiral enhanced contributions are about 20% in our calculations. We choose r factor is assumed to have 9 parameters
The fitting of F fit + (x) to the 17 data points is performed by using different numbers of parameters, 1 to 9. The minimal χ 2 value of the χ 2 FF function is required to derive a best fit. The χ 2 FF /N is equal to 0.05/(17 − 5) by assuming an 8% constant errors on the C f data set.
The values of parameters a i , i = 0 · · · 8, are given in Table II . The errors on a i , i = 0 · · · 8, are statistic due to the best fit of ω B . We denote the fit form factor as F
, we compare our calculations with the same form factor calculated by the other approaches, including the k f T method [31] , the LCSR method [61] , the LQCD-HPQCD method [13] the LQCD-Fermilab/MILC/2005 (FNAL05) method [16, 51] and the LQCDFermilab/MILC/2008 (FNAL08) method [52] . The comparisons are shown in Fig. 4 . The LCSR form factor [61] is expressed as Table. III. It is seen that F
) in the considered range of q 2 . The power expansion is meaningful. We note that F C f + (0) = 0.164 is obtained. This is close to the finding by the SCET analysis for B → ππ decays [36] , that F [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] has been used to study the q 2 shape of F + (q 2 ). Among of different parameterization approaches [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] , Arneson et al [16] found that it is possible to consistently explain the branching ratio and BaBar differential rate data by using the SCET value F SCET + (0) = 0.17. The other parameterization approaches [15, 17, 18] employed the LCSR value F + (0) = 0.26 as an input. Whether the value of F + (0) is small or large is a controversial topic, it needs more theoretical and experimental works to clarify this problem. The fit result ω B = 0.315GeV impliesΛ = 0.471 GeV or λ B = 0.315GeV. We note that λ B = 0.315GeV is lower than 0.460 ± 0.110 GeV by Braun et al [62] , 0.454 GeV by Grozin and Neubert [46] , 0.479 ± 0.089 GeV by Lee and Neubert [47] , 0.600 GeV by Ball [63] . = 4.164 ± 0.025 GeV (MS bar scheme) [65] . At the chiral point, E π ≃ m π and q 2 (E π ) = 26.42 GeV 2 , the chiral perturbation theory predicts that
where g is the B * Bπ coupling. The fit form factor F MeV. The extracted g = 0.234 ± 0.019 is consistent with g = 0.22 ± 0.07 determined by the FNAL collaboration [52] and 0 < g < 0.45 by the HPQCD collaboration [13] , but is lower than the usually employed value g = 0.51 proposed by Stewartet al [16] .
C. determination of V ub
The differential decay rate forB 0 → π − l +ν l , under the approximation that the lepton masses are vanishing, is given by
where p π is the momentum of pion in the B meson rest frame. The branching ratio Br(
is expressed in terms of (dΓ/dη) th
where τ B 0 = (1.530 ± 0.009)ps is the life time ofB 0 meson [45] .
To determine |V ub |, we employ
The result is R(q 
By substituting R(q 2 max ) into Eq. (110), we can determine
The first error on |V ub | is from branching ratio and the second error is from F + (0). The theoretical uncertainty is 8% in the same level with that of the inclusive method. For comparison, the theoretical errors are 15% in the LCSR method, 10 − 14% in the LQCD [45] , and 12% in the parameterization approach (PA) [14, 15, 17, 18] . The |V ub | in Eq. [45] . We note that the world averaged exclusive value is |V excl ub | = (3.5 ± 0.6) × 10 −3 [45] . The discrepancy between the values of |V ub | determined from exclusive and inclusive methods has raised a lot of discussions in literature [23] . However, we note that a smaller inclusive value interesting to compare our prediction for the spectrum with the data. Based on F C f + , the q 2 spectrum ∆Br/Br is calculated as shown in Fig. 5 . We observe that the predicted shape of q 2 spectrum (C f q 2 shape) is inconsistent with the experimental q 2 spectrum. The χ 2 is 86.6
for 12 degrees of freedom by assuming that the 12 bins of experimental data are completely uncorrelated. Parameterization methods [14, 15, 17, 18] have been widely used to determine the q 2 shape of F + (q 2 ) according to the q 2 shape data and theoretical inputs from LCSR and LQCD. It is an important task to compare F C f + (q 2 ) with these parameterization form factors to investigate their differences . This is left to other places. In summary, our calculations for the q 2 spectrum of the differential rate forB → πlν l decays can not accommodate with the q 2 -spectrum ofB → πlν l . The difference can be understood by the scaling behavior of F C f (q 2 ) and that of (dΓ/dq 2 ) th , F
, and
We note that the form factor implied in BaBar q 2 data can have a scaling
1/2 with x = −0.897 and y = 0.0281. This gives
The residual scaling factor η y in Γ −1 dΓ/dq 2 has small effects for large η (small q 2 ) and is important for small η (large q 2 ).
VI. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER APPROACHES
Many progresses in theories for B → π form factors were obtained in past years. Partial O(1/m B ) corrections have been calculated in the k T factorization approach [31, 35] and LCSR [5, 9, 44] . The unquenched quark effects [10, 11, 12, 13, 52] were included in the lattice QCD method. An all order proof of the factorization of the form factors was given for leading twist and twist-3 two parton contributions in the collinear factorization [49] and in the soft collinear effective theory (SCET) [50] , respectively. Different strategies for a parametrization of form factors have been developed [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 23] . We compare our result with various theoretical methods. [35] . Hwang et al [35] pointed out that intrinsic parton transverse momenta are effective for the power expansion problem. The contributions related to the intrinsic transverse momenta are unknown, in principle. They proposed to use the model 
B. Comparisons with SCET
In SCET, the form factor F Bπ + contain a factorizable and a nonfactorizable parts at leading twist order, where the factorizable part is expressed in terms of a nonperturbative form factor, ζ Bπ + [50] . By a fitting to the experimental data for the branching ratios of B → ππ decays, F Bπ,SCET + (0) = 0.170 was found [36] . It is noted that our predicted value (0) may not be an accident. In the energetic limit, E ≫ m π , the q(0)q(z) in the matrix element 0|q(0)q(z)|π for defining the DA, becomes q(0)q(λn/E) + · · · , where q(λn/E) is similar to the collinear quark field q c (λn/E) defined in the SCET I . The collinear factorization based on full QCD with energetic limit for light meson is likely equivalent to the SCET I [49] . However, it needs further works to show the equivalence between C f and SCET I for F Bπ + (q 2 ).
The end-point divergences are also found in the SCET approach. The zero bin subtraction regularization method was proposed for dealing with soft and end-point divergences [37] .
Since the related physics about the subtracted quantities have not been given in the SCET language, there still remained some uncertainties in this method.
C. Comparisons with LCSR
The LCSR has been widely used for calculations of the form factors [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 44, 68, 69] . The LCSR method calculates f B F show that the LCSR and the C f calculations are consistent at twist-2 order. At twist-3 level, we find that the ratio of twist-3 contributions to the twist-2 contributions is equal to [5, 9] . Similarly, the ratio in the C f approach gives |F
. We observe that twist-3 contributions in the LCSR form factor are more significant than those in the C f form factor.
This also explain why the difference between |F contributions of the form factors. It was also noticed that the soft contributions from end point region in the LCSR analysis are important [3, 31] . Because the twist-3 contributions have a more sensitive dependence on the end point behaviors of the pion DAs than the twist-2 ones, this may explain why the twist-3 contributions are so significant in the LCSR form factor. In LCSR calculation, the constant model for the PS DA of pion, φ p (u) = 1, is used. It is expected [3, 31] that if the end point contributions can be properly dealt with by appropriate method, such as Sudakov factors, the soft contributions can be reduced. We argue that the twist-3 contributions in the LCSR form factor could be overestimated. A better power expansion method may solve this problem.
D. Comparisons with BN collinear expansion
An expansion scheme developed by Beneke and Neubert (BN) [67] is widely used in literature. The BN scheme is constructed for calculations of twist-3 two parton contributions from a final state pseudo-scalar meson. The BN scheme can not avoid end-point divergences in the hard spectator and annihilation contributions. There exists an ambiguity that the momentum and coordinate representations for the amplitudes are used in the calculations.
Besides, the BN scheme is also used in the k T factorization [31, 35] . However, the distinguishing differences between the collinear factorization and the k T factorization implies that these calculations require some cares. The reason is that the transverse parton momenta are assumed of order O(Λ QCD ) in the collinear factorization while they are not limited in the k T factorization. More detailed comparisons between the BN scheme and the collinear expansion refer to [41] .
E. Comparisons with LQCD
The lattice QCD approach can only calculate the form factors at large q 2 due to limits on the inverse space length of the π meson energy. On the other hand, PQCD approach is applicable for small q 2 , where the virtual radiations are perturbative. Due to ξ R , the C f approach developed in this paper for the form factors has extended the application range from low q 2 to moderate q 2 . These two approaches are complementary and can be combined to derive form factors of full range q 2 . The related works are left in our future publications.
The comparisons between the extrapolation of F C f + (q 2 ) to large q 2 region with the LQCD calculations by FNAL [10, 11, 12, 52] and HPQCD [13] collaborations show that the C f prediction is close to the FNAL calculations (with a χ 2 /N = 54.8/15) but has a large deviation with the HPQCD calculations (with a χ 2 /N = 271.1/7). The C f prediction is close to the FNAL calculations than the HPQCD calculations.
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a ξ-regularization for the logarithmic end-point diver- 101) is our main result. The result is also applied to make a prediction for the q 2 spectrum of B → πlν l . The predicted differential rate is inconsistent with the BaBar spectrum data.
This discrepancy deserves further studies. Generalization of our result to other form factors are straightforward. We leave these interesting tasks to other places.
The twist-3 contributions calculated in the k f T and LCSR approaches have been compared to our calculations. We argue that the twist-3 contributions in these two methods could be overestimated. If the twist-3 contributions in these two methods can be reduced by an appropriate power expansion method, it is possible to have a consistent result with our calculations. However, before the method has been derived under the k f T or LCSR formalisms, the k f T and LCSR form factors are larger than the C f form factor.
One important application of the present work is to improve the QCD factorization at leading order in 1/m b expansion. The QCD factorization at leading order in 1/m b expansion demonstrates that the matrix element P 1 P 2 |Q i |B for B → P P decays can be expressed by the factorization formula
where the T I,II are the type-I and type-II hard scattering kernels for non-factorizable radiative corrections. Due to the end-point divergences in the form factor F BP 1 and in twist-3 contributions, the factorization formula is only valid at leading twist (twist-2). The form factor F BP 1 is isolated from the factorization formula and identified to be a physical form factor, which can only be determined by experiments. According to the results derived in this paper and those obtained in [41] , we propose a generalized QCD factorization formula, which is valid at twist-3 order. The generalized QCD factorization formula for B → P P decays with P P two light pseudo-scalar mesons is given (under two parton approximation)
where T 0 is the hard scattering kernel for factorizable radiative corrections, T I is the hard scattering kernel for type-I non-factorizable radiative corrections, and T II is hard scattering kernel for type-II non-factorizable radiative corrections. The ξ-regularization is used to regularize the end-point divergences in form factors, the twist-3 annihilation contributions, and twist-3 hard spectator contributions in charmless B → P P decays [41] . The leading order is O(α s ). The improvement in this generalized QCD factorization is that the form factors are calculable and the precision order is generalized to include O(1/m B ) corrections under two parton approximation. The collinear expansion is a necessary tool to derive correct twist-3 contributions in the above factorization formula. The application and the formal proof of the generalized QCD factorization formula will be given elsewhere.
The generalized QCD factorization formula is valid at twist-3 under two parton approximation. The factorization formula of the same twist order have also been shown to exist in the k T factorization and in the SCET, respectively. A consistent picture from three different approaches is obtained that the factorization theorem for B → P P decays is valid up-to twist-3 order under two parton approximation.
The reduced hard scattering function H
µην (ξ , u q , uq , u g ) are derived according to the Feynman diagrams depicted in Fig. 3(1) -(4) . The contributions from the other diagrams depicted in Fig. 3(5) - (36) are of higher twist order than twist-3. They are neglected in this work. The expression for H (1) µην (ξ , u q , uq , u g ) is also written as H (1) µην (ξ , u q , uq , u g ) = H
(1),(a) µην (ξ , u q , uq , u g ) + H 
Their first two inverse moments should satisfy the conditions 
where θ is a step function to insure thatφ B (ξ) is positive.
